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Worldmark Encyclopedia of Cultures and Daily LifeGale, 2009

	Th e Worldmark Encyclopedia of Cultures and Daily Life, Second Edition, contains over 500 articles exploring the ways of life of peoples of the world. Arranged in fi ve volumes by geographic regions—Africa, Americas, Asia & Oceania (two volumes), and Europe—the volumes of this encyclopedia parallel the organization of its...
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Data Analysis and Graphics Using R: An Example-Based ApproachCambridge University Press, 2010

	Discover what you can do with R! Introducing the R system, covering standard regression methods, then tackling more advanced topics, this book guides users through the practical, powerful tools that the R system provides. The emphasis is on hands-on analysis, graphical display, and interpretation of data. The many worked examples, from...
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Three Paths to Profitable Investing: Using ETFs in Healthcare, Infrastructure, and the Environment to Grow Your AssetsFT Press, 2010

	Discover Today’s Newest, Best Paths to Sustainable Wealth

	
		Master lower-cost, lower-risk ETF investing in tomorrow’s hottest growth areas: healthcare, infrastructure, and green technology
	
		Profit from demographic change and other powerful global trends
	
		Learn...
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Think StatsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you know how to program, you have the skills to turn data into knowledge using the tools of probability and statistics. This concise introduction shows you how to perform statistical analysis computationally, rather than mathematically, with programs written in Python.

	
		You'll work with a case study throughout the...
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The Philosophy of Software: Code and Mediation in the Digital AgePalgrave Macmillan, 2011

	Writing remains to me an unusual practice that transforms my experience of the world whilst under the spell of writing. This book has had a particularly intensive birth, written as it is in the middle of the academic year and with everyday life swirling around it with all the attendant distractions. It has emerged from a number of related...
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Pro JavaScript for Web AppsApress, 2012


	Client-side web app development has always been the poor cousin to server-side coding. This started

	because browsers and the devices they run on have been less capable than enterprise-class servers. To

	provide any kind of serious web app functionality, the server had to do all of the heavy lifting for the

	browsers, which was pretty...
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Final Warning: A History of the New World OrderConspiracy, 2004

	"Final Warning" is the definitive resource on the nature and origins of the movement towards a one-world government. A wealth of in-depth research explains the roles of the major arms of the conspiracy today, such as the Federal Reserve, the Committee on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Trilateral Commission and the Bilderbergers. The...
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Data Structures and Algorithms (Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering, 13)World Scientific Publishing, 2003

	This is an excellent, up-to-date and easy-to-use text on data structures and algorithms that is intended for undergraduates in computer science and information science. The thirteen chapters, written by an international group of experienced teachers, cover the fundamental concepts of algorithms and most of the important data structures as...
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Brilliant Marketing: What the best marketers know, do and say (Brilliant Business)FT Press, 2009

	Marketing. Everyone knows it’s really hard to do well and marketers have never been under so much pressure. More questions are being asked about value and effectiveness than ever before. We live in a world of turbulence and flux. This book gives you the tools and the motivation to deal with this change and to go out and be described as...
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HTML5: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		HTML5 is more than a markup language—it’s a collection of several independent web standards. Fortunately, this expanded guide covers everything you need in one convenient place. With step-by-step tutorials and real-world examples, HTML5: The Missing Manual shows you how to build web apps that include video tools,...
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MacroeconomicsMcGraw-Hill, 1993

	A major revision of a textbook on intermediate macroeconomics, a new emphasis on long run growth is now added to the book's strengths and even more international material - particularly international policy examples - is featured. "Macroeconomics", by two internationally known economists, offers a balance of theory, economic...
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Making Waves: The Story of Ruby Payne-Scott: Australian Pioneer Radio Astronomer (Astronomers' Universe)Springer, 2013

	This book is an abbreviated, partly re-written version of "Under the Radar - The First Woman in Radio Astronomy: Ruby Payne-Scott." It addresses a general readership interested in historical and sociological aspects of astronomy and presents the biography of Ruby Payne-Scott (1912 – 1981). As the first female radio astronomer...
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